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 COLUMNS

Technology is revolutionizing all 
aspects of the fashion business. In 
one of four enlightening sessions 
at the recent Techno Trends sym-

posium, sponsored by the Retail Marketing 
Society and FIT Professional Studies, Mike 
Futch of Tompkins Robotics talked about 
how robotic technology is having a huge im-
pact on the supply chain arena.  

Supply Chain Problems
Futch identified three key problem areas. 
The first is the high cost of labor and the 
scarcity of available workers. The second 
is higher demands for accuracy, speed and 
convenience — all things the customer 
wants. The third is the need for flexibility. In 
the order fulfillment area, one day can bring 
a spike in e-commerce orders, which is la-
bor intensive, and the next day the focus is 
on store replenishment. And what happens 
if a company outgrows its space? 

Robotic Solutions
There are several types of automation and 
robotic solutions that can go into supply 

chain facilities.

Transport robots: Also known as AGDs, 
these are robotic vehicles that drive a con-
tainer, pallet, etc., from one part of a building 
to another.

Pick and place robots: These are becoming 
more popular, less expensive and more ca-
pable than they used to be.

AMR (Autonomous Mobile Robots): These 
robots perform tasks with a high degree of 
autonomy; they have the ability to move 
all or part of themselves throughout the 
operating environment without human as-
sistance. Automated storage and retrieval 
systems fall into this category.

Sortation robots: These robots can pick up, 
recognize and sort objects.

Tompkins Robotics has developed a t-sort 
system that performs much like a tilt tray 
or cross belt sorter, using free moving, in-
dependent robots. This is the equivalent of 
having a tilt tray with no track, which allows 
each robot to travel independently along the 
shortest path to any divert or induction sta-
tion. Robots, chutes and induction stations 
can be added modularly at any time with no 
downtime or interruption of the workflow. 
An additional robot can be added in seconds 
to increase capacity. These robots can han-
dle round things, cylindrical things, shoes, 
footwear, apparel, general merchandise, a 
gallon jug of motor oil and more. The whole 
system is assembled like snap-together Lego 
blocks. If the system needs to be rapidly 
deployed, it can be moved in an hour, 50 
feet from its original location, and put back 
together.

Innovative automation systems in the supply 
chain’s fulfillment centers means goods can 
be received automatically, stored automat-
ically and brought out to the pick and place 
robot. This robot puts it on top of the sorta-
tion robot, which sorts it out, then another 
vehicle (the AMR) picks it up and drives it to 
an auto-packer or auto-boxer. Then, it goes 
to another sortation system for outbound 
shipping. 

Robotics and the Ecosystem
Products in the distribution center can be 
sent to the consumer’s home or to a store. 
Mall warehouses, club warehouses and 
super centers have background areas that 
stores product and where trucks are unload-
ing. Imagine being able to batch-pick items in 
the store, bring it to a back room where it 
is packed into individual orders. Automation 
has created a fulfillment engine for e-com-
merce, for buy-online/pick-up-instore and 
can also handle inbound merchandise. 

Automation systems, used both at the distri-
bution center and at the store, in all channels 
and all levels associated with e-commerce, 
store replenishment, and in-store pickup, 
improve service, increase accuracy and con-
venience, and makes customers happier. It 
meets the essential business criteria of hav-
ing the right product at the right place at the 
right time. The end results are delighted cus-
tomers, enhanced business and increased 
brand loyalty.
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W hile “blockchain” may 
seem like just another 
type of database, experts 
expect it to be adopted 

more quickly than any other technology 
we’ve seen. At a recent Retail Market-
ing Society luncheon, a panel of experts 
weighed in on blockchain’s implications for 
the fashion and retail industries.  

Jan Rogers Kniffen, CEO, J Rogers
Kniffen WWE: Some describe blockchain
in the same breadth as electricity and inter-
net, while others dismiss it as the most ove-
rhyped technology of all time. Is blockchain
going to revolutionize the world?

Tyler Jenks, co-founder and SVP of
Solutions Architecture, Very LLC:
There are three core things you need to
understand:
1. A blockchain is really, at its heart, just

a ledger—a list of transactions. Wiki-
pedia defines it as “an open, distribut-
ed ledger that can record transactions
between two parties efficiently and in
a verifiable and permanent way.” The
most important and transformative part
of blockchains is that they’re perma-
nent. Every time a transaction enters
a blockchain, it’s there for good and is
extremely difficult to remove.

2. Bitcoin is the most dominant cryptocur-

rency, though thousands of others exist.
In nine years, Bitcoin has appreciated
in value by 10,000,000 times. Crypto-
currency has created about one-third
of a trillion dollars of new wealth. Since
not many businesses currently accept
Bitcoin as currency, that means there’s
one-third of a trillion dollars that want to
transact but can’t.

3. Smart contracts—programmable, nu-
anced, repeatable transactions which
are available to anybody who fulfills the
requisite criteria—allow for the creation
of “utility tokens.” I can create a smart
contract that says for anyone who clicks
on my Facebook ad, if they spend more
than five minutes on my website and
visit three-plus pages, they’ll receive a
special one-time discount that’s only
good for 10 minutes. If they make that
purchase, they’ll receive the discount
but also get a special token that will go
to their wallet. They can then redeem
that token in my brick-and-mortar store
and receive another discount for any
purchase made in-store. Smart con-
tracts govern all this logic.

Kniffen: How about supply chain or coun-
terfeiting implications?
Michelle Ann Gitlitz, Partner, Finan-
cial Services, Blank Rome LLP: Retail-
ers deal with lots of different people in the
supply chain, each of whom has their own
version of the truth, with a bank acting as the
third party—an incredibly inefficient process,
subject to human error. With blockchains,
you have one version of the truth that the
whole supply chain is plugged into. When
everyone sees the same thing, it makes the
whole process more efficient. The retail in-
dustry is built on supply chain management,
so improved efficiencies are very effective.

As for counterfeiting, there’s a sneaker com-
pany called Greats in Brooklyn that’s tested
blockchain as a preventative strategy. Every
sneaker has a chip in it, which contains a
recording of every place in the supply chain

where that sneaker was made. When you
buy it, you can verify you’ve purchased a real
sneaker. Imagine if a brand like Louis Vuit-
ton, whose margins are lowered because of
counterfeiting issues, applied this strategy.

Kniffen: Bitcoin’s value fluctuates significant-
ly. I don’t know how it can become a curren-
cy until there’s more stability.
Steven J. Baum, Senior Manager,
Friedman LLP: I prefer the term “digital as-
sets” instead of cryptocurrency. It’s not nec-
essarily meant to be a payment source. It’s
meant to be a utility on a blockchain to either
validate a transaction or do something else.
The value of cryptocurrency is in the tech it-
self, as opposed to trying to convert back to
fiat [government-issued legal tender]. Cryp-
to kind of goes back to a barter system, in a
sense. If there’s a use case for the technology,
meaning I can transact on the Bitcoin itself, I
don’t need to worry about its worth in fiat.
The token itself has value.

Kniffen: Everyone sells everything on cred-
it. Does blockchain remove gatekeepers?
Will things be so secure that credit will get
dramatically cheaper?
Gitlitz: Credit is very paper-intensive. Lots
of documentation, lots of players, lots of cost.
If you moved the entire financing of a trans-
action onto blockchain, if you had smart con-
tracts that helped effectuate that transaction,
you could reduce costs. Lawyers are work-
ing with developers and technologists to cre-
ate uniform terms so that everyone can have
some comfort that your transactions will take
place with a certain code. You’d be operating
in a sphere of trust. Having one immutable
ledger can eliminate some fraud and mis-
takes. Blockchain encryption is incredibly se-
cure because it’s not just kept in one location.
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